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ABN Amro, the largest Dutch bank, and Barclays of Britain announced Monday that they had 
agreed to merge, in one of the largest European banking deals ever. The deal is reportedly 
worth more than $90 billion. 
To fend off a rival group of bidders seeking to break up the 183-year-old bank, ABN Amro and 
Barclays struck a separate deal on Sunday to sell LaSalle Bank, a unit of ABN, to Bank of 
America for more than $21 billion. That deal requires shareholder approval, so it is possible 
that the rival bidders, led by the Royal Bank of Scotland, may still try to woo ABN. That group 
is scheduled to meet with ABN on Monday.  
 
The Barclays deal caps a monthlong race to acquire ABN, after a London hedge fund agitated 
for a sale to raise the bank’s flagging share price. The two had been in exclusive talks until 
Friday.  
 
But last week, the group led by Barclays’ largest rival, Royal Bank of Scotland, arose to crash 
the talks. The group, which also includes Banco Santander Central Hispano of Spain and Fortis 
of Belgium sought to break up ABN Amro and extend its foothold in the United States. By 
acquiring LaSalle, which has more than 400 branches in the midwestern United States, Bank of 
America would fill in a major gap in its national banking network. It would increase its market 
share in Chicago, vaulting it past the longtime leader in the region, JPMorgan Chase.  
 
The deal comes at an important time for Bank of America, the nation’s biggest retail bank. It 
has long been an acquisition machine, but has been adjusting its strategy to focus on internal 
growth as its deposits approach the federal cap.  
 
Bank of America has faced slowing revenue growth and rising expenses. Some Wall Street 
analysts say that this latest deal could help the bank regain its momentum. 
 
Julia Werdigier reported from London and Michael de la Merced from New York. Eric Dash and 
Andrew Ross Sorkin contributed reporting from New York. 
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